RE
Reflecting on the resurrection of Jesus
Energy
How does the Holy Spirit provide us with
energy and power to live a life like Jesus?
Choices
How does our conscience affect the
choices we make?
English
Text Level
•Reading Cliffhanger by Jacqueline Wilson
•Non-fiction - Flower fact files linking to
our science topic
•Report writing
Sentence Level
• Using conjunctions to extend our
sentences.
• Use generalising words e.g. sometimes;
always; often.
Word Level
•Long and short vowel phonemes
•Spelling strategies
•Joining handwriting
• Formal/ informal vocab
Speaking and Listening
• ‘Talk for Writing’ techniques such as
retelling through actions.
Science
Plants
Children will be learning all about the
lives and functions of plants and will have
hands on experience by growing their
own.

History
Celts - What was life like in the iron age?
We will be learning about Celtic round
houses.
Romans - Starting to look at the beginning
of Roman Britain and how life changed
again from Britons.
Geography - Climate Zones and
Local Settlement - The children will look at
the climate of locations including life in the
desert.
We will move on to look at land use
patterns and how aspects of these have
changed over time with a focus on the
River Wandle in Carshalton
French
Days of the week
Colours and Numbers recap
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Green for Grow
PE: REAL PE & Athletics - Physical
Agility - Reaction / Response
Static Balance - Floor Work
Computing
CS First Storytelling
In Storytelling, students use computer
science to tell fun and interactive
stories using Scratch.

Mathematics
Fractions
●
Making the whole
●
Tenths
●
Count in tenths
●
Tenths as decimals
●
Fractions on a number line
●
Fractions of a set of objects
●
Equivalent fractions
●
Compare fractions
●
Order fractions
●
Add fractions
●
Subtract fractions
The time that was allocated for
fractions in the Spring term was
dedicated to recapping the fractions
content from year 2.
Ensure that the terminology is used
appropriately throughout to reinforce
the concept.
Music
Create and Sing Hansel and Gretel –
Is a course exploring the story and music
of Hansel and Gretel from the Royal Opera
House.

Art
Celtic Shield - the children will explore
Celtic art and symbols and design their
own shield. The children will be
developing their skills using a pencil
and in their paint work.
PSHE
Rights and Responsibilities
Health and wellbeing

